3. The Candidate w i l l u s e a n s w e r s h e e t p r o v i d e d b y t h e
University for writing answer of questions.
4. Candidates who fail to login for exam within specified timings will not
be allowed to submit their answer sheet.
5. Using Web camera is mandatory to attempt online exam. Web
camera should be connected to the PC/Laptop and it should be
always in Active mode during the exam.
6. Candidates should not stop the device camera during examination
7. Candidate should position him/herself in front of web camera
appropriately with his/her face being clearly visible. S/he is being
properly recorded by the web camera throughout the exam.
8. This recorded information will be used only for the purpose of
ensuring fairness and transparency in conduction of the exam & this
recording will be solely used for the purpose of monitoring the exam.
9. Ensure that the surrounding area of the candidate is well illuminated
for clear visibility.
10.
The candidate should ensure that during the exam no other
person should be present around him helping students in
examination; candidate will be disqualified if any such activity is
recorded. The candidate may be asked by the Proctor/Asstt. Supdt. on
duty to rotate his camera at 360º during the examination.
After the writing of Exam (submission):1. You have to scan your answer sheets and upload scanned answer
sheet in a single PDF. The PDF of the answer sheet should be clearly
visible. The PDF size is recommended less than 20MB.
2. Candidates are given additional 40 minutes for each examination to
allow them to upload their answer sheet. It is important that you
begin to upload as soon as possible in prescribed time as the platform
will not accept any submissions after the deadline.
3. At the time of examination, you will be strictly under surveillance, you
must maintain the examination rules and regulations otherwise, you
will be reported against examination rule violation (UMC).

Note:1. As Candidate is using his/her computer/laptop then availability of the
hardware, software, Broadband Internet & power backup at the time of
the exam is the sole responsibility of the student.
2. University is not responsible for any losses due to unavailability of
time, disconnection of internet, electricity, hacking of email id, lack of
proper knowledge of computer / internet, misuse of email id, misuse
of your login key by someone, delay in login, and other conditions.
3. A chatting facility link will be provided to give real-time response to
problems from students in the duration of exam.

